This paper offers a theoretical explanation why forecast combination with the estimated optimal weights has often poor performance in applications. The explanation is simple. The properties of the combination are often derived under the assumption that the weights are fixed while in practice they have to be estimated. If the weight estimation is taken into account during the optimality derivation, the combination might be biased (even if the original forecasts are unbiased) and its variance is larger and no longer guaranteed to be an improvement upon the original forecasts. If normality does not hold, then the optimal weights can be different from the weights derived without taking the estimation step into account.
Introduction
The main purpose of combining forecasts is to improve forecast accuracy (Bates and Granger, 1969) . The choice of weights, however, is still an open question. Timmermann (2006) provides a thorough overview of the sizeable forecast combination literature, but in practice the optimal weights have to be estimated and this affects their actual performance. The adaptive weights seem to work well in many situations, but sometimes a simple alternative with equal weights gives better results as shown by Stock and Watson (2004) . This fact is explained by Winkler and Clemen (1992) as instability of estimated weights used in generating the combined forecast.
The fact that forecast combinations with the estimated optimal weights perform worse in applications than a simple average or other alternatives has occupied many researchers. It received a label of the forecast combination puzzle. Its history is elegantly summarized in Section 4 of Graefe et al. (2014) . Among several attempts to explain the forecast combination puzzle the most rigorous analysis is done by Smith and Wallis (2009) who showed using simulations and an empirical example that the reason is estimation error. Nevertheless a very important fact was overlooked in all previous research. In the seminal paper of Bates and Granger (1969) and many papers that followed all the way through to the latest works of Hansen (2008) , Elliott (2011) and Hsiao and Wan (2014) the optimal weight derivation and its estimation are separated! This is done often in the traditional approach. Magnus et al. (2012) highlight that there are many problems with the traditional approach to model estimation, but "...the most important is that model selection and estimation are completely separated ... so that uncertainty in the model selection is ignored when reporting properties of the estimates". This is exactly what happens when the optimal weights are derived without taking the estimation step into account.
This paper uses an integrated approach where the weight estimation is taken into account from the very beginning when deriving the properties of the forecast combination. We intentionally demonstrate the main results in a simple case of two forecasts combination, so that the issue is clearly revealed. A multivariate setup of Elliott (2011) is also considered. The main problem is still present but the graphical representation is no longer possible.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the classical framework of Bates and Granger (1969) , introduces the integrated approach and considers the multivariate case. Section 3 provides a theoretical explanation of the results of Smith and Wallis (2009) . A Monte Carlo illustration of the theoretical findings is given in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Theory

Classical case
We use the framework of Bates and Granger (1969) to demonstrate the main facts. A multivariate generalization can be found in Elliott (2011) . Letŷ 1 andŷ 2 be unbiased forecasts of the variable of interest µ with the variances σ 2 1 and σ 2 2 , respectively. The forecasts are likely to be correlated, so we denote corr(ŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 ) = ρ.
Suppose we consider the weighted average of two models with outputsŷ 1 and combined forecastŷ
will have different properties. Typically one would estimate the optimal weight w * , that is w 0 = w * , but one could use a different estimator. For example an estimator of σ 2 2 /(σ 2 1 + σ 2 2 ) is often used and has been proved to work well in many applications. This choice is based on the potentially incorrect assumption that ρ = 0, but it is often recommended, see Smith and Wallis (2009) . We use notation w
2 ) for this simplified case.
Finally, we denote corr(ŷ 1 ,ŵ) = ρ 1w and corr(ŷ 2 ,ŵ) = ρ 2w . One naturally expects that the weightŵ and the forecastsŷ 1 andŷ 2 will be correlated as they are often estimated with the same data. We now look at the theoretical properties of the combination in the integrated approach.
In this case the combination is no longer unbiased 1 as
For the combination to be unbiased we need σ w = 0 or ρ 1w σ 1 −ρ 2w σ 2 = 0. The first condition is satisfied if a fixed value is used for the weight, for example,ŵ = 1/2. The second condition is more difficult to satisfy, however, if our weight estimator is uncorrelated with the forecasts, ρ 1w = ρ 2w = 0, it will hold. Now we turn our attention to the variance of the combination. At this stage we assume normality ofŵ,ŷ 1 andŷ 1 . This assumption is not essential but it will simplify certain derivations. The combination is the sum of two products of random variables, therefore its variance is var(ŷ c ) = var(ŵŷ 1 ) + var((1 −ŵ)ŷ 2 ) + 2 cov(ŵŷ 1 , (1 −ŵ)ŷ 2 ).
To derive it we need to compute the variance of the product of two variables
w (9) and the exact covariance of products of random variables
1 The proof is based on the result that for two random variables X and Y we have E(XY ) = E(X) E(Y ) + cov(X, Y ) 2 See, for example, Aroian (1947) equation (2.2) for this result 3 See, for example, Bohrnstedt and Goldberger (1969) equation (13) for this result.
The final result is
which has two components. The first component
is similar to the variance in the classical case, see equation (2), and if w 0 = w * this component will be equal to (σ * c ) 2 in equation (4). The second component
is always positive, so the actual variance is larger than one expects to find when the estimation step is ignored. This component disappears if σ 2 w = 0, that is a fixed value is used for the weight, for example,ŵ = 1/2, or
which is not very likely 4 . In other words, when the optimal weight is estimated the actual variance of the combination is not given by (σ * c ) 2 in equation (4), but it is greater than the variance one expects to find following the classical case, 
4 For this condition to be satisfied we need σ
This adds a restriction how the optimal weight has to be estimated in order to achieve variance reduction. In order to understand how restrictive (14) and (15) are, let us consider two special cases. The first case is when all correlations are zero, ρ = ρ 1w = ρ 2w = 0, that is the original forecasts are uncorrelated and the weight estimation is done independently from the forecasts. In this situation (14) simplifies and becomes
If σ 1 = σ 2 , then for the variance of the combination to be less than σ 2 1 we need σ 2 w < 1/4. If σ 1 = 2σ 2 , then for the variance of the combination to be less than σ 2 1 we need σ 2 w < 1/25. The second case covers the situation when the weight is estimated independently from the forecasts, ρ 1w = ρ 2w = 0. In this situation (14) becomes
If σ 1 = σ 2 , then for the variance of the combination to be less than σ 2 1 we need σ 2 w < 1/4.
Since the combined forecast is biased, we need to look at the mean squared error (MSE) in order to compare it to the unbiased original forecasts. When the weight is estimated
which produces even tighter bounds for σ 2 w . We improve over the first forecast,
and similarly we improve over the second forecast, MSE(ŷ c ) < σ 2 2 , only if
We conclude this subsection by relaxing the normality assumption. The following theorem summarizes the findings for the general case.
Theorem 1 If the joint distribution ofŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 andŵ has finite forth order moments then the expectation of the combined forecast is
The variance of the combined forecast is
where ∆ g depends on the first forth moments of the joint distribution ofŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 and w (including w 0 and µ).
Proof See appendix.
From the first glance equation (22) looks similar to equation (11). However, the difference is profound. Under normality ∆ depends only on the variances (σ 2 1 , σ 2 2 and σ 2 w ) and the correlations (ρ, ρ 1 , ρ 2 ), but ∆ g involves the first four moments of the joint distribution of y 1 , y 2 and w. The appearance of the third and forth moments is expected, since they provide the major simplification under normality. More importantly ∆ g will depend on w 0 . This means that the optimal weight is no longer given by (3). In other words, in addition to the shift depicted in Figure 2 there will be a shape distortion of the upper curve. Figure 3 gives the comparison between the normal and non normal cases. Because of the shape distortion the weight that is optimal in the classical case or under normality, w * , is no longer optimal when the weight is estimated. (The optimal weight for the later case is denoted as w * g .)
Multivariate case
We now extend the previous analysis and consider the case when m forecasts are combined. The forecasts could be collected in one vector
We assume that the forecasts are unbiased E(ŷ) = µı m (where ı m is (m × 1) vector of ones) and the variance is Σ. The corresponding estimated weights could be represented asŵ
We assume that the weights sum up to one,ŵ ′ ı m = 1. The combination is given byŷ
Similar to the simple case we make the estimated weights flexible with Eŵ = w 0 , so any appropriate value of w 0 can be used. We also assume that the weights might be correlated with the forecasts as they utilize the same data var ŷ
Theorem 2 The expectation of the combined forecast is
Under normality assumption the variance of the combined forecast is
The normality assumption is not essential, but it simplifies the derivations and the results. Further simplifications can be done in two special cases.
In the case of fixed weights when the weight vector is not estimated but fixed w = w 0 , for example for the equal weight combination w 0 = ı m /m, the combination is unbiased E(ŷ c ) = µ and its variance var(ŷ c ) = (w 0 ) ′ Σw 0 . This is the classical case formulas where the weight estimation is ignored. If one wishes to minimize the variance in this context, then the optimal solution is
with the variance of the combination given by
see Elliott (2011) . If the weights are estimated then the optimal value of w 0 is still given by w * but the variance of the combination is
where ∆ mv = tr(Σ w Σ) + tr(Σ yw Σ yw ) and depends on the properties ofŵ and its relation toŷ. Similar to the simple case of only two forecasts, there might be situations when estimation of a point different from w * can give better results because the corresponding ∆ mv is small.
The second special case is when the weights are estimated independently from the forecasts, Σ yw = 0. In this situation the combination is unbiased E(ŷ c ) = µ and ∆ mv = tr(Σ w Σ), so the distance between (σ * c ) 2 and the actual variance var(ŷ c ) can be controlled by selecting an estimator with smaller Σ w .
Theorem 3 If the joint distribution ofŷ andŵ has finite forth order moments then the variance of the combined forecast is
where ∆ gmv depends on the first forth moments of the joint distribution ofŷ and w (including w 0 and µ).
Just like in the case of two forecasts considered in Section 2.2 from the first glance equation (32) looks similar to equation (28). However, the difference is profound. Under normality ∆ mv depends only on Σ, Σ w and Σ yw , but ∆ gmv involves the first four moments of the joint distribution ofŷ andŵ. The appearance of the third and forth moments is expected, since they provide the major simplification under normality. More importantly ∆ gmv will depend on w 0 . This means that the optimal weight is no longer given by (29) . Therefore the weight that is optimal in the classical case is no longer optimal when the weight is estimated.
Puzzle explanation
Smith and Wallis (2009) have three main conclusions. First, "a simple average of competing forecasts is expected to be more accurate". Our answer is that when w = 1/2 the combination is unbiased and its variance has only one component (the second component given by (13) disappears, that is ∆ = 0) which will be in many situations better than a biased combination with the extra component ∆ > 0 in the variance when the weight is estimated. Figure 2 gives a graphical illustration of this.
Second, "if estimated weights are to be used, then it is better to neglect any covariances between forecast errors and base the estimates on inverse MSFEs alone, than to use the optimal formula originally given by Bates and Granger for two forecasts, or its regression generalization for many forecasts." Our explanation is that the estimation of the covariance increases the variance of the weight. As a result the restrictions (19) and (20) are likely to be violated. Therefore the combination with the estimated optimal weight will not be an improvement. If w estimates not w * but σ (19) and (20). Therefore the combination where the weight is estimated for something different from the optimal weight w * can be an improvement. Figure 4 gives a graphical illustration of this. Third, "when the number of competing forecasts is large, so that under equal weighting each has a very small weight, the simple average can gain in efficiency by trading off a small bias against a larger estimation variance. Nevertheless, in an example from Stock and Watson (2003a) , ... the forecast combination puzzle rests on a gain in MSFE that has no practical significance." In the case of two forecasts, the variance of the combination under the equal weighting scheme is (σ 2 1 + σ 2 2 + 2ρσ 1 σ 2 )/4 and the theoretical MSE of the combination with the estimated optimal weight is (σ *
. The difference depends on the parameters and might be substantial in certain situ-ations. Similar considerations apply when we have more than two forecasts to combine.
Numerical illustration
We support the theoretical results in Section 2 with a numerical illustration. The simulation setup of Smith and Wallis (2009) is used for this purpose 6 . The data generation process is the Gaussian autoregressive AR(2) process
subject to stationarity conditions with the first two autocorrelation coefficients
We look at the two cases investigated in Smith and Wallis (2009) . In Case 1 we use the forecasts are based on the previous observation
For the parameter values φ 1 = 0.8 and φ 2 = −0.1, the variances of the forecast errors are equal and the optimal weight w * as well as w
2 ) are equal to 1/2. Figure 5 is an analogue of the conceptual Figure 4 for this case. The estimation of w s is very accurate, so the lower solid line and the dashed line are indistinguishable. The estimation of w * increases the variance of the combination as given by the point on the top solid line.
In Case 2 we use two previous observations
For the parameter values φ 1 = 0.5 and φ 2 = −0.5, the variances of the forecast errors are equal and the optimal weight w * as well as w
2 ) are equal to 1/2. Figure 6 gives a numerical illustration but it is conceptually similar to the previous case.
Case 2a with the values φ 1 = 0.5 and φ 2 = −0.2 produces the situation where the variances of the forecasts are different. In this situation w * are w s are not the same and different from 1/2, see Figure 7 . Moreover, if the optimal weight is estimated with higher variance, the forecast performance is better than using an estimator of w s with lower variance and than using a fixed weight of 1/2. 
Concluding remarks
We introduced the integrated approach to assess properties of the combined forecast so the weight estimation is taken into account from the very beginning. The case of two forecasts allows an intuitive graphical representation, but the result holds in the multivariate case as well. In a simple numerical illustration we demonstrated a number of possibilities for the relative performance of the combined forecasts with the fixed weightŵ = 1/2, with the estimated optimal weight and with the estimated simplified weight w s . Different parameter values will alter the relative location of the points on the pictures.
Other forecasting methods and other DGPs will further enrich the number of possibilities. However weight estimation always increases the variance of the combination. In some situations this increase is rather small, but in the case when the optimal weight is estimated the increase is substantial and it explains the forecast combination puzzle. in Bohrnstedt and Goldberger (1969) equation (5) and (11) respectively.
(1 − w 0 ) E (ŵ − w 0 )(ŷ 1 − µ)(ŷ 2 − µ) − (50)
Collecting the first terms from (38), (41) and (45) we obtain
the remaining terms can be collected in ∆ g which depends on the first forth moments of the joint distribution ofŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 andŵ. More importantly ∆ g will depend on w 0 .
Theorem 2:
Proof The expectation derivation is a simple utilization of the relationship between the covariance and the expectation of the product.
E(ŷ c ) = tr E(ŷ c ) = E tr(ŷ c ) = E tr(ŵ ′ŷ ) = E tr(ŷŵ ′ ) = tr E(ŷŵ ′ ) (54) = tr{Σ yw + (E(ŷ))(E(ŵ)) ′ } = tr(Σ yw ) + tr(µı m (w 0 ) ′ ) = µ + tr(Σ yw ) (55)
For the variance derivations it is convenient to assume the joint normal distribution
The conditional distribution ofŷ givenŵ is also normal
and the unconditional variance ofŷ c can be computed though the conditioning on w.
var(ŷ c ) = var(ŵ ′ŷ ) = E (var(ŵ ′ŷ |ŵ)) + var (E(ŵ ′ŷ |ŵ)) (58) = E (ŵ ′ var(ŷ|ŵ)ŵ) + var (ŵ ′ E(ŷ|ŵ)) 
The normality assumption allowed us to use the well known results for the conditional distribution and the expectation of the quadratic form. It also allowed us to ignore the third order moments.
Theorem 3:
Proof We will reduce the multivariate problem to the case covered in Theorem 1.
var(ŵ ′ŷ ) = var
